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 Information technology has played a vital factor in a competitive advantage 
for various business firms recently. Hence, catching up Investment of IT in 
most of the traditional industries for competitiveness purposes due to the 
relationship between organizational performance and IT use. In this study, 
attendance and management information system (AMIS) was presented in 
the industry field based on multi-modules. Modules are management 

information, time- scheduling and attendance, and employee self- service 
module. The system used VB.NET environment for programming 
perspective as well MS SQL server for database storage. The system is 
secure and robust recordkeeping, keep employee up to date via self- service 
access, easy to use (simplified) and powerful time and attendance, active 
work schedules to make an employee happy and keep workers in the loop, as 
well, review and exporting different reports for staff manager, supervisor, 
and employee such as absence, vacation, time-off, employee wages, and etc.     
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Investment of information technology (IT) has become a significant source of competitive 

advantage in several firms, and they have not fully achieved benefits of IT use [1-3]. There is a relationship 

between organizational performanc, and IT use and it has been studied and investigated in general business 

literature [4-6]. Most of the traditional industries, small and medium scale companies, have changed their 

manual systems to digital due to it need too much time, human resources effort, and requires a long process 

[7, 8]. Also, competitiveness would be in risk when companies are not catching up with the change [9, 10]. 

The employee management application is a powerful tool to relieve the user from the complicated task of 

handling employee scheduling manually [11]. Whereas employees have considered as the backbone of any 
corporation and the success of an organization is based on managing of the employee performance; 

Managing of human resources in a complex environment like the retail industry is a challenging  

task [12, 13]. Hence information of the employees must be kept safe and secure as well the information 

should be done securely [14, 15]. So, an effective information system (IS) in an organization should be 

managed in a trusted medium [13]. Whereas, several issues and problems affected the IS such as information 

security lacks and could be attractive to hacker attacks via injection of computer viruses [16, 17]. An attacker 

can access illegal and could destroy or damage the information in the system [18-21]. Therefore, this security 

issue factor can be considered as a negative impact on the effectiveness of an IS in a company [22]. 

Attendance records play a significant role in measuring the effectiveness, performance, and objectives 
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achievement of an organization [23]. Hence, Absenteeism is a serious problem and an expensive occurrence 

for both employers and employees seemingly unpredictable due to it reflect the individual presentation [24]. 

Jayawardana in 2008 developed a timesheet software package to track and report employee attendance [25]. 

While, in 2010, Saraswat and Kumar proposed an automatic attendance system based on fingerprint image 

technique. The presented method was efficient, effective, accurate, and faster execution [26]. According to 

Fairchild (2012), proposed an automated time and attendance processes in industry sector [27]. As well, 

Bhuiyan (2013) examines the use and combination of the human resources and information system (HRIS) in 

both the manufacturing and service sectors [28]. Azani et al., 2015 conducted a low-cost Facebook status 
monitoring system for individual attendance status. The proposed system using status messages in social 

media [29]. Kumar et al., 2016, GPS and GPRS technologies are introduced to monitor, track and registered 

a people in institutions or organizations. The person should be wearied ID card to be monitored. MEMS GPS 

and GPRS are integrated with ARM microcontroller [30]. Soewito et al., 2016 presented a system that can be 

recorded employees attendance concerning outside the building as well accounting salary that included 

overtime easily. Fingerprint and voice recognition biometrics technology with a smartphone is used. The 

false positive of verification fingerprint is (95%) while, voice recognition false negative is (5.88%) [31]. 

Nguyen et al., 2017, the authors developed an automated attendance system to record, track and management 

attendance registration records. The system used RFID with mobile wireless communication. The mechanism 

provides collecting, recording and processing data on participants on professional gatherings [32].  

Liang et al., 2017 an integrated electronic attendance system applied city government and its subordinate 

organizations. The designed electronic system integrated for several business characteristics such as 
reliability, practicality, and possess integrity [33]. Besides, a research is provided a mechanism for smart 

attendance management along with timetable, student information system providing a wide database for 

university students and staff members [34]. 

In this article, employees' attendance and management information system for both industrial and 

organizational sectors is proposed. Three modules are conducted to achieve the research objectives which 

include attendance module, management information and tracing module, and time- scheduling module. The 

rest of the article sections are presented as follow consecutively. Section 2 sheds light on the system 

methodology that it contains multi-module to achieve its objectives. Whereas, Section 3 involves the 

proposed AMIS implementation and their results. Discussion the results was in Section 4 respectively. 

Finally, conclusions and further studies will be explained in Section 5. 

 
 

2. METHODOLOGY OF PROPOSED ATTENDANCE AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 

SYSTEM (AMIS) 

The methodology of the proposed system includes three modules. These modules are management 

information, time-scheduling and attendance, and employee self-service module. Figure 1 presents overall 

function modules of the proposed system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overall system function modules 

 

 

2.1.  Management information module 

Figure 2 shown multi-phase of the management information modules. The first phase which is 

regarding users’ rules and privileges of the system administration. Three users are involved in the system 

which encompasses admin, user, and employee. While the second phase is an industry section structure that 

responds to conduct the structure of the industry sections and work schedules. However, the next phase 
respect to employee end that performs multifunction such as employee registration records maintenance, and 

smart tracking for an employee. Backup and restore data, as well as generating reports are the final phase in 

the first module of the presented system. 
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Figure 2. Four-phases of the management information module 

 

 

2.2.  Time-scheduling and attendance module  
 Attendance systems have been rated as one of the critical elements or issues that reflects the domain 

achievements and the performance contributed to such organization, industry, enterprise, and university 

compared to the traditional methods that impose time-consuming and inefficiency [35]. Due to support, 

sustain and increase their businesses and performance. The attendance system can be used to analyze human 
resources, control day-to-day attendance, monitor the leave and absence records and transfer the overtime 

information to the payroll system [36, 37]. It enables these organizations to keep track of attendance, 

assessment their employees and make it is a critical standard that allows measuring the organizations’ 

efficiency [38-40]. Figure 3 presents the function structure of the time- scheduling and attendance module. 

 

 

  

Figure 3. The function Structure of the  

time-scheduling and attendance module 
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2.3.   Employee self- service module 

The proposed system provides several employee self- services features to easily allowing employees 

to review their schedules easily, sending vacation order, sending change work schedules or time-shifting set 

the “ where am I” via an employee to tacking employee, and easily show regardless reports easily. As we can 

see in Figure 4 which listed the employee self-service module.  

 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

3.1.   Database system design and structure  

The database used to conduct several functions in the proposed system regarding an industry data 

and employees information. MS SQL server is used in VB.NET environment with C# language. Figure 5 

display all database tables of the proposed system. To illustrate all the tables in the database and describe 

their functions. Figure 6 presents the system dashboard. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Attendance and management information system relations 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Dashboard of proposed system 
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3.2.   Management information module 

3.2.1. System administration with users privileges and rules (phase one) 

Admins, users, and employees can be logged and surf the proposed system with different permission 

via the login form. The permission of the administrator is having full accessing to the system database, 

adding, deleting and editing the user or even the reports, while the user (worker) has minimum permissions 

related to the database. Whilst an employee has few permissions in the system that allowing them access to 

the database and displayed related reports and sending orders. Table 1 presents all rules and permission for 

both admin, user, and employee. 

 

 
Table 1. System administrations with different user’s permissions and system management 

Rules Admin User Employee 

Register Employee  ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Create and edit industry sections ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Edit and add attachments to an employee ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Manage work schedules for employees ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Set times thresholds for work schedules ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Searching for an employee ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Display and print report ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Present deleted records ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Receive requests from an employee ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Sending notifications for employees ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Backup and Restore Data ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Sending request for vacations    ✗ ✗ ✓ 

Display working times for a particular employee ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Receive notifications ✓ ✗ ✓ 

Setting the value of  the Field "where am I" ✗ ✗ ✓ 

 

 

3.2.2. Industry sections structure (phase two) 

The AMIS provides an ability to structure industry sections, branches or divisions. Figure 7 presents 

the GUI implemented to an industry sections structure. The department button enables a particular admin to 

add a new department or sections and edit or delete the existing one.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Structure of industry sections 

 

 

3.2.3. Employee management information (phase three) 
Managing employee information by an application has been considered a powerful tool to reduce 

user task complexity from scheduling manually. Registration, record maintenance, and smart tracking of an 

employee are important to the success of any corporation or organization in a complex environment. Due to, 

employees have considered as the backbone of any industry is and managing of human resources is a 

challenging task. Figure 8 presents the registration and maintenance employee’s records respectively.  
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Figure 8. Present the implementation of registration and maintenance employee records 
 

 

User registration process starts with a click on the employee button and then entering the 

information of the users, which includes personal one such as ID number, full name, gender, users working 

shift. Moreover, the system enables adding a photo for the employee and notes. However, all information that 

added can be edited and maintained later. Also, system admins can search for an employee by name, card 

number, and department and section he\she works. The process ended by storing all the data into the MS 

SQL database. 

Hence, analyzing the human resources daily and control the employee's attendance, and monitoring 

leave and absence records is a crucial issue in measuring the organizations’ efficiency. Tracking an employee 

attendance, monitoring leaving and absence of human resources is a vital trend to assess their employees. The 

system provides a smart tracking employee by analyzing the suitable work schedule for a particular employee 
based on their assessment results. 

 

 

3.2.4. Backup and restore data (phase four) 

Supporting restoring and backup of the data is a significant aspect to make sure keep the data 

availability and prevent damaged or corrupted it due to illegal access via a crafter or destroy the system if 

any. As well as, the proposed system provides generating reports that need human resources. Figure 9 

displays the function of backup and restore data as well as generating reports consecutively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Backup and restoring the data and reports generating 

 

 

3.3.   Time-scheduling and attendance module 
The system store all employee data securely. Data like personal information, job and supervisor 

details, and more. Also, the system provides adding employees one at a time or import them all at once. Also, 
the system supports detail report regarding information for both absences and pull a time-off for each 

employee. The system Create and save recurring work schedules for multi- using for several purposes. Work 

schedules or staff schedules has been a complex task and selecting and generating schedules based on 
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employee availability and filtered by job skills. Hence, it can be calculated employee wage and overtimes 

quickly and easily. Figure 10 shows the implementation of time-schedules with time- thresholds. The Shift 

Time button allows the admin to add and manage the working shifts. All new shift need the following inputs 

to be entered which are: shift name, working days, attend time, threshold, time to leave, last time to leave and 

ignore. Table 2 explains each input. To create a new working shift, the system admin starts with naming the 

shift and assign it to work for all weekdays or some. After that, other shift setting such as attend time, 

threshold, time to leave, Last time to leave, and ignore must be configured. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. System implementation of time-schedules and time-thresholds 

 

 
Table 2. Multi-button inputs and their functions 

Shift name Unique name represent the shift  

Working days In which day/s this shift will work? 

Attend time  The employees attendance time   

Threshold  limit on a scale 

Time to leave  The employees leaving time  

Last time to leave Max time accepted in the system after time to leave 

Ignore This input is active when the employee vacation or there is a national holiday  

 

 

The system can generate four types of reports regarding staff and employees attendance ratios. First, 

General Report that shows employees names, the department they work for, identity number, date, attendance 
time, leave time, a status which includes (present, absent, late, early departure, departure, on vacation), and 

notes. Furthermore, the result of the General Report can be filtered depending on the working shift time and 

period. Second, Fingerprint Report which shows the following details for each employee (id number, 

employee name, fingerprint time). This type of report can give a result for a specific date. Third, Vacation 

Leave Report displays information about employees on vacation that include (employee name, date from, 

date to, date back to work, note), it also can be filtered for a specific duration. Finally, Hours Report that 

enables the system admin to get the exact number of working hours for each employee. The report shows the 

following information (employee name, department, id number, date, attendance time, leave time, working 

shift, working minutes, and working hours). Moreover, date duration is available for this type of report. 

Figure 11 presents the ability to generating reports regarding searching for an employee based on different 

criteria. 

 

3.4.   Employee self-services module 

Employee Self-Service has been providing save time due to it letting your staff do more on their 

own. These services include make time-off requests and submit timesheets without bothering their 

supervisors and staff manager. When an employee submits a request for vacation days or other time off, and 

etc. Supervisors can use the system to review and approve employee requests that it received by notification 

and prevent understaffing and conflicts based on seeing who else is out before approving a request. 

Displaying the time-off report upcoming and previous time off for any employee during any period and 

printed it as a report to make sure the industry has an effective work schedule. Figure 12 display submit a 

request for a vacation by an employee. 
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As well, the proposed system provides another feature in employee self-service that setting the 

positioning of an employee via service “Where Am I" to easier connect with other employees in a variety of 

ways. Also, the ability to send a text message directly to an employee to communicate even faster. In 

addition to, the proposed scheduling software allows employees to review their schedules easily by the 

desktop application and inquiries about shift changes to time-off requests systematically. 

 

 

  
 

(a) Vacation report 

 

(b) Hours report 

 

  
 

(c) General report 

 

(d) Fingerprints report 

 

Figure 11. Generating report for employee respect to several conditions 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Sending Request for Vacation in Employee Self-Service 

 

 

4. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

Based on the previous section (see Section 3) which implemented and tested the proposed 

attendance and management information system for an industry sector based on a computer-based system. 

The system has multi-objective modules such as time-scheduling and attendance, management information, 

and employee self- service module (see Section 2). Scheduling the employee’s time based on employee 

availability and filtered by job skills to save time, efficient ways to manage employee wages, create regular 
schedules daily, weekly, or monthly. And finally effective work schedules. Whereas, the system provides 
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simplified and easy to use employees time and attendance with a powerful software tool (see Section 3.3). 

The software tool introduces a secure and robust recordkeeping that it includes simplifying attendance 

tracking, store employees' data in a central location, and store all information in trust and a secure manner 

(see Section 3.2). The system can register, edit, and delete an employee, structure industry sections, 

maintenance employee records, and smart tracking tool. Instead of submitting paper forms, several employee 

requests can be sent like vacation days, time-off days, work schedules changes, and etc by employee self- 

service (see Section 3.4). Self- service will make an employee happy due to the employee can swap shifts 

easily and quickly, keep the employee in the system loop to allow them to show their schedules, requests, 

upcoming shifts in easily and friendly manner. As well, self- service provide feature “Where Am I” to 

position the employee location work to allow supervisors, other employees easily tracking, communicate 
with other employees. Displaying and generating reports that include absence detail reports, time- off 

summary report, and employee hour reports for any period easily and quickly (see Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4). 

Table 3 described all the system features and functions. Table 4 provides an overview of the system 

objectives. 

 

 

Table 3. The proposed system functions 
Notes System Desktop Application-Based Function 

 Dashboard View 

Security By MSSQL Server Detailed Employee Recordkeeping 

4-7 intelligent Reports but the report "Customizable “Favorite” 

Reports Save You Time" not found 

Intelligent Reporting 

To ensure from the security of  MSSQL server 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/sql/overview-of-sql-server-security 

Robust & Secure Recordkeeping: 

 

a. Simplify Attendance Tracking  

b. Store Employee Profiles in a Central Location  

c. Saved for When You Need Them  

d. Save the Date  

 

 Make Shift Schedules in Just One Click  

 Comply with Overtime Laws 

Given the Cost of Hour for each Shift or employee in each Day Efficient Ways to Manage Employee Wages 

 

 

Create Work Schedules in Seconds 

 Set It and Forget It Shift Creation 

 Employee Hour Reports for Any Period 

 View Time-Off and Vacation Requests 

 Easy Shift Swapping 

 Effective Work Schedules 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 

The current study introduced an attendance and management information system (AIMS) for the 
industry sector. The proposed system includes three modules which are management information, time- 

scheduling and attendance, and employee self- service module to achieve system functions. The system used 

MS SQL server in VB.NET environment with C# language to create and design the database end. After 

implement and tested the system in an industry, the system was capable of robust and secure the detailed 

employee recordkeeping, tracking of employee schedules, exports absences and time-off reports, making the 

employee happy via employee self- service and keeping them with the system loop via providing "Where Am 

I" feature. In the future perspective, conduct a web-based application that includes several functions such as 

review all reports by employees and managers, provides chat among employees to communicate easily with 

each other. As well as, extend the system to include mobile- based application with multi- features like 

sending alerts to employee via mobile for shift times, auto detect location mechanism based on the 

geographic location "where Am I"  depend on the Access Point mobile connection, additionally, monitoring 
and tracking employees by GPS with industry mapping. 
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